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Physics
1.Three capacitors each of 4 uF are to be connected inSuch a way that the ettective capacitance is 6 uF. Thiscan be done by

a)connecting all of therm in series
(b) connecting them in parallel
(c)connecting two in series and one in parallel
() connecting two in parallel and one in series

6. Copper and silicon are cooled from 300 K to 60 K. The
specitic resistance
(a) decreases in copper but increases in silicon
() increases in copper but decreases in silicon
C) increases in both
(d) decreases in both

2. The energy per unit volume for a capacitor having areaA and separation d kept at potential difference V is
glven by

7. How much time will a heater take to increase the
temperature of 100 g water by 50° C, if the resistance of
heating coil is 484 and the supply voltage is 220 V
AC?

1 V
(a) 120 s (b) 210 s (o) 240 s (d) 220 s(b)

2t,d2
8. A thermocouple produces a thermo-e.m.f. of 40 uV/°C.

A thermopile
thermocouples. The temperatures of the two junctions
are 20 °C and 40 °C. How much thermo-emf will be

(d) is made by using 150 such

3.When a shunt of 42 is attached to a galvanometer, the
dollection roduces toth. If an additional shunt of 2

generated in the thermopile?
(a) 100 MV

(c) 220 MV
(6) 120 MV

(d) 200 MVis attachod, then what will be the deflection?
9. A coil of 100 turns, 5 cm area is placed in an external

magnetic field of 0.2 T in such a way that it makes anangle of 30° with field direction. The magnetic flux
through the coil will be
(a) 5x10d Wb
(c) 5x 10* Wb

e) Reduce toof initial detlection
13

(6) Reduce toof initial dellection
26

(c) Reduce toof initial deflection
10

(b) 3x10 Wb
(d) 3x10° Wb() Remain the same

10. The unit of magnetic flux density is
(a) T

(b) Wb/m2

(c) N/A-m

d) All of these

Constantin wire is used in making standardresistances
because its
(a) specific resistance is low
(b) density is high
(C) temperature coefficient of resistanceis negligible
a) melting point is high 11. A charge q moves in a region where electric field and

magnetic field both exist. The force on it isA galvanometer acting as a voltmeterwillhave
a) a high resistance in series with its coil
(0) a low resistance in parallel with its coil
C)a low resistance in serieswith its coil
(a high resistance in parallelwith its coil

(a) qyxB)
(b)QE+qv xB)
(c)oE+qBxv)
(d) qB+qEXV)
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12. In an L-C-R circuit, 10 2 resistance, 0.5 uFcapacitor 18. Three objects A, B and Care kept in astraight line on a

frictionless horizontal surface. These objects have
masses M, M and 2M respectively. The object A moves

towards B. with a speed of 9 m/s and makes an elastic
collision with it. There after, B makes completely
inelastic collision with C. All 'motions occur in the

same straightline. Find the final speed of the object C.

and 8 Hinductor are connected in series. Their angülar
resonance frequency will be
(a) 800 rad/s
(c) 500 rad/s

(6) 600 rad/s
(d) 1000 rad/s

13. A transformer is employed to
(a) obtain a suitable DC voltage
(6) convert DC to AC voltage
(c) obtain a suitable AC voltage
(d) convert AC to DC voltage

C

2M

(6) 4 m/s
(d) 6 m/s

(a) 3 m/s14. If force (F), length (L) and time (T) are assumed to be"

fundamental quantities, the dimensional formula for
the mass will be

(c) 5 m/s

19. Two discs of same thickness but of different radii are

made of two different materials such that their masses
are'same. The densities of the materials are in the ratio
1:3. The moments of inertia of these discs about
Tespective axes passing through their centres and
perpendicular to their planes will be in the ratio

ai a)1:3 6) 3:1 (c)1:9 (d) 9:1 i
20. If g is the acceleration due to gravity on the surface of

the earth, then its value at a height equal to double of
the radius of the earth will be

(a) FLT]
(c) FL-'T*

(b)FL-'T]
()FL'T

15. The displacement x ofaparticle varies with time t as
x ae+be" where a,b,a,B are positive constants.
The velocity of the particle Wl l2miax(a) go on decreasing with time
(b) be independent of a and B

drop to zero when a = B

(d) go on increasing with time
(a)g (b) g/2 ()g/3 (d)g/916. In 1.0 s, a particle goes from A to B moving, in a

semicircle of 1.0 mradius (as shown in the figure) 21. A satellite is launched into a circular orbit of radius R
around the earth. A second satellite is launched into an
orbit of radius 1.02 R. The period of the second satellite
is larger than that of the first one by approximately
(a) 0.5% (b) 1% (c) 1.5%

C 3i A

(d) 3%

1.0m RETES
22, A sample of gas is at 0 °C. To what temperature, it

must be raised in order to double the rms speed of the
molecules?
(a)270°C1 i (6) 819°C d sn
(c) 1090 °CThe magnitude of the average velocity isnu

(a) 3.14 m/s
(6) 2.0 m/s

st(C) 1.0 m/s tiG

15(d) zero

r d) 100 °C

23. The equation of a gas in terms of pressure (p), absolute
temperature (T) and density (p) is

P (b)1= Pal2 19-1 (
P1 Pa

: s oi1ssyu
P

17. Which of the following graphs represent kinetic energy
(K). potentialenergy (U) and height(h) from the ground
for a freely falling body?

(c) P1= PP2 (d) None of these

24. Young's modulus for perfectly rigid body material is
(a)zero
(¢)1x10 N/m2 5T (d) 10x100 N/m2

(b) infinity

25. For a gas if Y =1.4, then atomicity, specific heatcapacity at constant pressure and specific, heatcapacity at constant volume of the gas are respectively
(a) monoatomic,RA

h
a)

(b)monoatomic,R,R
K (c)diatomic,R c) triatormic,RR

r
26. The SI unit of mechanical equivalent of heat is

(a) J/cal
(c) cal. erg9

ritye() J-cal
(d) erg/J

h h(d)
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36. The deviation angle produced by a thin glass prísm

when it is immersed in water is
97. For which of the following processes, entropy changeis zero? ti

(a) Isobaric
(c) Adiabatic

(b)Isothermal:
(d) Isochoric

28. The surface temperature of a lake is 2 °C. Find the

rS7Angle of prism=4 aHg15, d

(a) 2 (6) 0.5° (c) 1 H(d) 1.5
temperature of the bottom of the lake.

(b) 3 °C 37. The distance between a convex lens and a plane mirror

is 10 cm. The parallel rays incident on the convex lens,

after reflection from the mirror, form image. at the

optical centre of the lens. Then the focal length of the

lens i

(a) 5 °C (c) 4 °C (d)1C
99. Let there be four identical cubes having colours blue,red, black and white. When they are heated togetherand allowed to cool under identical conditions, whichcube will cool at the earliest?

(a) 10 cm (b) 20 cm (c) 30 cm (Q25 cm
(a) Blue (b) Red () Black (d) White

30. The amplitude of a particle executing SHM with
frequency of 60 HZ is 0.01 m. The maximum value of
acceleration of the particle is
(a) 1441 m/s2

(c) /s2

38. When a light of wavelength 400 nm is incident on the

cathode of a photocell, the stopping potential recorded
is 6 V. If the wavelength of the incident Iight is

increased to 600 nm, then the new stopping potential is,

(a) 4.5V(b) 144 m/s2 (b) 4 V () 5.97 V(d) 4.97v
(d) 288 m/s

31. A wave is reflected from a rigid support. The change in
the phase of the reflected wave will be
(a) 1t/4
(C)7T

t3 39. In a compound microscope, the intermediate image is

(a) virtual, inverted and diminished

6) virtual, inverted and magnified
(c)real, inverted and diminished
(d) real, inverted and magnified(b) Tt/2

(d) 2
40. A telescope has an objective lens of 10 cm diameter

and is situated at a distance 1 km from two objects. The
minimum distance between these two objects which
can be resolved by the telescope, when the mean
wavelength of the light is 5000 A, is of the order of

32. The equati
string is given by

of the stationary wave along a stretched

Xy = 5sin cos 40tt
(a) 0.5 m (b) 5 cm ()5 mm (d) 6 mm

where xand y are in cm andt in s. The separation
between two adjacent nodes is 41. The longest wavelength of Balmer series of H atom i

6563 A. Then the longest wavelength of Lyman series
(a) 1.5 cm b) 3 cm (c) 4 cm (d) 6 cm

is
33. In Young's double-slit experiment, the slits are

separated by 0.28 mm and the screen is placed 1.4 m

away. The distance of the fourth bright fringe from the

central bright fringe is found to be 1.2 cm. The

wavelength of the light used is
(a) 5000 A

(c) 6000 Å

(a) 800 A (b) 1215 A (c)6000A (d) 1425 A

42. The ratio of amounts of radioactive substances X andY
at any instant is 1:4 The half-life of substance X is 18
hours and of Y is 12 hours. After three days, the ratio of
the amounts of the two substances will be
(a)2:1

(b) 5500A 1s 3l5
(d) 6800 A (6)1:2 (c) 1:1 (d)4:1s

34. A star emitting light of wavelength 5896 A is moving

away from the earth with a speed of 3600 km/s. The

wavelength of the light observed on the earth will

a) decrease by 70.75 Ä
(6) increase by 70.75 A

() decrease by 150.50 A

(d) increase by 151.50 A Wii si ohi 8

c) 1.52 A
44. Which of the following does not give p-type properties

to a semiconductor when used as a doping agent?
1ev (a) Aluminium (b) Antimony (c) Boron (d) Gallium

43. fKradiationofMo(Z = 42) has a wavelength 0.71A,
then the wavelength of the corresponding radiation of
Cu (Z 29) is
(a) 0.71 A (b) 1.42 Å (d) 2.12 A

33. A converging lens forms a real image I on its optic axis.

A rectangular glass slab of refractive: index u and

thickness t is introduced between the lens and the

image I. The image wll move ei iu

45. In n-type silicon, which of the following statements is
true?
(a) Electrons are majority carriers and trivalent atoms are the

dopants
(b) Electrons are minority carriers and pentavalent atoms are the

dopants.
(C) Holes are minority carriers and pentavalent atorms are the

dopants.
(d) Holes are majority carriers and trivalent atoms are the

dopants.

(a)away from the lens byt 1

(b) towards the lens by1

(awayfrom the lens byt(u-1
(d) towards the lens byt (4- 1)
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49. Two infinite plane, parallel sheets separated by a.

distanced have equal and opposite charge densities o.

The electric field at a point between the sheets

(a) is zero

46. The horizonlal component of the eartli's magnetic

field at a place is

0.25x10wh/m* and its vertical component is

0.35x 10 Wb/m. Then the earth's total magnotic

field at that place is

(a) 0.25x 10 wb/2
) 0.43x 10Wb/

(b)is

(b) 0.35x 10 Wb/m

(d) 0.60x 10 Wb/m2

47. A neutron makes a head-on collision with a stationary

deuteron. The fractional energy loss in the collision is
(d) depends upon the location of the point

50. If the distance, between the plates of a parallel-plate

condenser in halved and the dielectric constant is

doubled, then its capacity will

(a) remain the same
(b) increase by 2 times

(cincrease by4 times

(d) increase by 6 times

(
9

48. Two charges of 1 uC and 5 uC are placed 4 cm apart.

The ratio of forces exerted by both the charges on each

other wil be
(a) 1:1 (b)1:5 (c)5:1 d) 25:1

Chemistry
Codes51. For a fuel cell, which statement is correct?

AB CDAB CD
(a) Hydrogen is oxidised to H,O at cathode

) Oxygen is reduced to OH at anode
(c)Hydrogen is oxidised to H,0 at anode

() Hydrogen is oxidised to H" at anode

(a) 4 3 1 2

(c) 13 2 4

(6) 3 4 12
(d) 3 2 4 1

56. CH COOH [B]

A
52. 2x10C charge on Zn* ions corresponds to

(a)2 x 10 mol of Zn* ions

6) 6-22 x 10' Z* ions

CHCOOH C]
A

B]+[C] D](C)0.64 mg of Zn ions

(d) 1x 10 mol Zn ions compounds [B]. [C] and [D] are
(a) Acetyl Chloride, Acetic anhydride and Sodium acetate

[C
(b) Sodium acetate, Acetic anhydride and Acetyl chloride

C
(c) Acetyl chloride, Sodium acetate and Acetic anhydridee

IC
() Acetic anhydride, Acetyl chloride and Sodium acetate

[C]

53. Which statement is true?
[B] (D)

(a) The adsorption of H2 by platinum black is known as sorption
(6) The adsorption of H, by charcoal is known as occlusion
(c) The adsorption of H2 by platinum black is known as

Occlusion

[B]

B D(d) The absorption ofH, by charcoal is known as chemisorption

54. Arrange the following as per increasing order of ionic
size Mg,0,Na, F,N
(a)N<0<F < Nat < Mg2 e,

[B] [D

(b)0<F <N <Mg* < Na

(c)Na <Mg<O< N<F
(d)Mg2 Nat <F 0<N

57. Acetamide and ethylamine can be distinguished by
reacting with
(a) Br, water
(b) acidic KMnO

() aq. HCI and heat
(d) aq. NaOH and heat

55. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer
using the codes given below:

58. Consider the following statements.
1. Thermoplastic polymers are formed by condensation

polymerisation.List LIst II

m(Namereaction) 2. Thermosetting polymers can be remoulded or reshaped.
3. Nylon-6 is also known as perlon-L.
4. Glyptal is a thermosetting plastic.

(Reagent/catalyst)
A. Tischenko's reaction

B. Baeyer-Viliger oxidation

C. Stephen's reduction

1. SnCl HCI
2. Zn/Hg, conc. HCI

(CH,0) Al t
|4 Hso

The wrong statement(s) is/are
(a) 1 and 3
C) 1 and2

.
D. Clemmensen reduction (6) 2 and 4

(d) 3 and4
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Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer11Sing the codes given below: e
68. The cubicunit cell of a metal (molar mass!i

63.55g mol") has an edge length öf 362 pm

Its density is 8.92 gcm*.The type of unit cell is
List1

LIstII
(b) face-centred
(d) end centred

A. Polyesters (a) primiltive

(c) body centred
Buna-S

8. Polyamides af
2 Orlon

69. A radioactive sample is emitting 64 times radiations

than non-hazardous limit. If its halflife is 2h, after

what time it become non hazardous?nensiaorg:
(a) 16h

8h

C. Polydienes
3. Terylene

D. Polyacrylates
Nylon-6

(b) 12h

(d) 4h
Codes

A BCD
(a) 1 2 3 4

(b) 3 4 1 2

c) 4 3 2
(d) 1 3 4 2

70. 93 Np is a B-emitter, but the product is also radioactive

and give 255U. Which particle(s) is/are emitted by the

product?

a)4 neutrons
(6) 4 protons
(c) 4 protns and 2 electrons
(d) 2 neutrons and 2 protons

60, The bonds in protein structure that are not broken on
denaturation are
(a) hydrogen bond
) peptide bond
(c) disulphide bond
(d) ionic bond

71. The decomposition of dinitrogen tetroxide at 300 K

and 1.0 atm pressure is 20%. At equilibrium, the

partial pressure (in atm) of nitrogen peroxíde is

(a)0.2
61. Sucrose and glucose can be distinguished by the

(a) Molisch's reagent
b) Baeyer's reagent
(c) Fehling's solution
(G) iodine solution

(b) 0.67 ()0.33 ) 0.8

72. What is the solubility of silver bromide in one litre of

0.4 molar NH, solution (K =10x10 )?

(a) 80 x 10 mol

(c) t0x 10 mol

(6)2.8 x 10 mol

s

0.98 g62. The standard enthalpy of vapourisationAaH, for
water at 100°C is 40.66 kJ mol. The internal energy of
vapourisation ofwater at 100°C (in kJ mol)is (assume
water vapour to behave like an ideal gas)

73. Which expression has no physical significance?
(a)OG

(a)+ 4376
(c)+37.56

(b)+ 40.66
(d) None of these (cdaG) (aG)

63. The wavelength of associated wave of a particle
moving with a speed of one-tenth that of light is 7 A.

The particle must be
74. Which is the most thermodynamically stable form of

carbon?
(a) electron
)nanoparticle

(b) proton
(d) photon

(a) Carbon black
(c) Graphite

(b) Graphene
(d) Diamond

64. Which mathematical statement did not prove false?
me

() RBeF
75. If E. = 30 kcal mol", what is the effect on rate constant

of a reaction for 10°C rise in temperature?(a) AE = hv
It will increase

(c)A=KEv
(-)c

(d) mvr=
2T

(a) three-fold
(c) three and half-fold

() two-fold
(d) four-fold

76. For gaseous reaction, the following data is given
A8, k,=10e 200/T

CD,ka = 1014 e-1000/T

The temperature at which k, = k is
(a) 2000 K

() 434,2 K

65. The bond order in CN ion is

(b) 3
(d) 3.5

(a) 2.5
(C) 2

b6. Glycerol, ethanol, glycol and, methanol have same

price per kilogram. Whích liquid will be cheaper in

preparing antifreeze solution for automobile radiators?

(a) Methanol
)Glycol

(b) 868.8 K

(d) 1000 K

(b) Ethanol
(d) Glycerol G

77. What is the standard potential of the TP*/Tlelectrode?
T+2eTI, E = 126V
TI+eTI, E" =-0.336VHow many crystal system are there whena #b #cand

a=b c
(a) 2, 3

(a) 0.924 V

)0.728 V
(6-0.924V
(d) - 0728 V

(d) 3, 2
(b) 3, 4 (c) 4, 3
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78. One litre of 1 M CuSO solution is electrolysed. After
passing 2F charge, the molarity of CusO solutiona
will be

89. Consider the following statements.
1. The aqueous solution of FeCl, is acidic in nature.
2. Anhyd. FeCl, can be obtained by heating hydrated ferric

chloride.(a) (6) zero

3. A solution of ferric chloride on standing gives a brown
precipitate.

295 (d) M

79. If the adsorption of a gas on solid metal surface is
spontaneous and exothermic, then

The correct statement (s) is/are
(b) 2 and 3

(d) All of these
(a) 1 and 2
(c) 1 and 3(a) H increases

c)G increases
(b) S increases
(d) S decreases 90. Mercurous ion (Hg2*) gives white precipitate on

reacting with80. Ferric sulphate on heating gives
(a) SO2 and SOg ai (6) SO, only

(cSO only

81. Of the following substances, the one which does not
contain oxygen isS
(a) bauxite
(c) cryolite

(b) HS gas
(d) HCI solution

(a) KI solution
(C)KCr0 solution

91. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer
using the codes given below.

(d) S

(6) dolomite
(d) epsomite

List List I

1. Cu (CHCOO), Cu (OH)
|2. HgCl2

A. Rinnmann's green
82. When AgNO, is heated to red hot, what is formed?

(a)Ag
(c) Ag0

B. Verdigris
(b) Ag,03
(d) AgO2 C. Corrosive sublimate 13. CoZn02

D. Lithopone 4. ZnS +BasO83. The second ionisation enthalpies of Li, Be, B and C are
in order
(a)Li> B>C> Be
(c)Be > C> B > Li

Codes
(b)Li > C>B> Be

(d)B C> Be >Li
ABCD AB CD

(a) 1 3 4 2

(c) 2 1,4 3
(b) 3 1 2 4
(d) 1 2 3 484. The ionic species having the largest size is

(a)Li (g)li
(c) Li(ag)

92. In case of ring rest of NO5 ion, the complex formed has
formula[Fe (H,0), NO] SO. The oxidation state of iron
in the complex is

(a)+1
(c)+3

93. Which one of the following platinum complexes is
used as anticancer drug?
(a)[Pt (NH)A1*
(c) cis-[PtCl2 (NH3)2]

(6) Rb (ag)
(d) Cs" (aq)

85. The first four ionisation enlhalpy values of an element
are 191 kcal mol, 578 kcal mol, 872 kcal mol and
5962 kcal mol. The number of valence electrons in

(b) +2
(d)+ 6

the element is
(a)1 (b) 2 () 3 4

(b)[Pt Cl

(d) trans-[PtCI2 (NH3)2l

94. The effective atomic number (EAN) of platinum in

86. The ion having the highest mobility in aqueous
solution is
a) Ba2 (b) Mg2* (c) Ca2 (d) Be2

87. Carborundum is the commercial name of potassium hexachloro- platinate(IV) is
(a) BC
(c) SiC

(6) SiO2
(d) AlO3

(a) 78
84

(6) 74

(d) 86
95. 4.9 g of HSO4 is present in 100 mL solution. The

molarity and normality of the solution will be
88. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer

using the codes given below
List MolarityList l

(Oxidation state of sulphur)
Normality

(Oxyacid of sulphur)

HSOg

HSO6
HSO2

1. 1 M 0.5 N

2.
9 3

+1 1 M 0.25 N

3. +62. 0.5 M 1N
G. 3. 4 2 M 3N

96. 0.0833 mole of a carbohydrate of empirical formula
CH,O contains 1.00 g of hydrogen. The molecular
formula of the carbohydrate is
(a) ChOs
(c)C0

Codes

ABCD
(a) 4 3 1 2

(c)4 3 2 1

AB C D
(6) 2 1 3 4
(d) 3 4 1 2

(b) CH,O
() CeHOs
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97. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answerusing the codes given below. vaut
(a) HCOOH (formic acid)

9C3 6)CH,COOH (acetic acid)
CHO

tiili

List ListI () (glyoxal)

CHO
COOH

(IUPACname of compound)(Common name of compound)
A. Propanone t 1. Dimethyl acetylene

|2. Methyl acelic acld

3. Chloroform

4. Acetone

(d)
CoOH

(Oxalic acid)
B. Trichloromethane

99. Among the following alkenes, which one is the most

stable?

C. Propanoic acid
D. But-2-yne

Codes
ABC D

(a) 1 2 3 4
(c) 3 4 1 2

(b)CH-CH= CH2

(c)CH-CH= CH--CH
(d) (CH)2 C=C (CH3)2

AB CD
(6) 4 3 2 1

(d) 1 3 2 4

.
100. The conversion of cis-1, 2-dichloroethene to, trans-1,

2-dichloroethene is an example of98. Consider the following reaction
CH

+2 [O] AJ
CH

(a) pseudo-unimolecular reaction
(b) the reaction having order between 1 and 2

(c) unimolecular reaction
(d) The conversion is spontaneous so zero-order reaction

SeO2

The product [A] is

Mathematics
101 Jsin2x tan (sin xjdx = 106. If P(A) =PB) = and PlA n B) = then the value

a1 (b) 0 ()-1 ofPwillbe
A)

102. The orderand degree of the differential equation
)'=y1-y" are respectively. (a) 1 (b) 0

()3,4
(c) 3, 2

(6) 1,2
(d) 3, 1

107. Six boys and six girls sit in a row. The probability that
the boys and girls sit alternately will be

103. The differential equation of the family of circles having
centre on Y-axis and radius 4 is

(a)
462

(b)924
c) (d) None of these(e)-4 ++0

D-9 +-0

(c)-9+=0

108. In a regular hexagon, 3 vertices out of 6 are randomly
chosen. The probability that the triangle formed out of
these three vertices will be an equilateral triangle, is

(0 (d)
20()-10 +=0

109. If two lines of regression are 3x+12y = 19, and
9x +3y = 46, then the value of will be
(a) 0.289
(c)0209

-
104. The solution of the differential equation

(1+)+ (x-ean"y)=0 is given by
dx

(b)-0289
(d) None of these

a)-2 =ketany

(b) 2xetaY =e21aY +k

(c)xeey = tan' y +k
(d) xe 2tany =elany+k

110. One root of the equation x - 4x+1=0 is between 1
and 2. The value of this root using Newton-Raphson

imethod will be
ita(a) 1.775 (b) 1.850s (d) 1.950(o) 1.875

111. Dividing the interval (1, 2) into four equal parts and
using Simpson's rule, the value of will be

105. The integrating factor of the differontial equation

d -3 will be
X X

(d) e (a) 0.6932
(c) 0.6692

(c)-X (6) 0.6753
RE Gt(d) 0.7132

(a)x (b) logx
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122, 20 porsons are invited for a party. The number ofways

in which they and the host can be seated at a circular

table, if two particular persons be seated on either side

of the host ís equal to
(a) 2 (18)
(c) 191 21

112. Taking four subintervals, the value of Joq + *
by using

trapezoidal rule will be
(a) 0.6870
(c) 0.6970

(b) 0.6677
(d) 0.5970

(b) 181 3
(d) None of these

113. The brain of any computor system is
(b) memoy
(d) control unit

(a) ALU

(c) CPU

fo 20 Y

123. If a -Y is orthogonal, then the values of a,B

114. Which of the following is not an outpnt device?
and y will be

(a) Projector
(c) Printer

(b) Speaker
(d) Mouse (o)a -+12

115. The full form of IP is

(a) IntertaceProgram
(c) Intemet Program

(b) Internet Protocol
(d) Interface Protocol

6

3116. Ifx=9g/g1/27
=44-/941/27

124. The number of solution of tan(5t cos 0) =cot(57t sin 6)

for 0 in (0, 27t) will be
(a) 28 (b) 14

z 21+),
T=1 (c) 4 (d) 2

thenarg (x+ yz) will be
125. The equation, sin x+ 2sin 2x+3 sin 3x =-has at least

(e)-tan )-tan
one root in

(C)-tan (G) 0

117. Ifab,care in arithmeticprogression, then.will 126. The value ofsin|2tan +cos(tan 2/2)
bc' cb will be

be in
(a) arithmetic progression (b) geometric progression
(c) hamonic progression

(
(d) None of the above

127. AB is a vertical pole. The end A is on the ground level.
C is the middle point of AB and P is a point on the
ground level. The portion BC subtends anangle ß at P.

118. f G is the geometric mean of x and y, then
1

will be

3 If AP = nAB, then tan ß is equal to
(e)-G (D) (@)21

+1 (b)-
n+1

(d) G2
(d) None of these

119. If a>1, b>1 and c>1 are in geometric progression, 128. The area of the triangle formed by the points (a,b +C
(b,c +a) and (c, a + b) will be
(a) abc

1then- will be in1+log,a1+log, b 1+log,c
(b)a + b +c2a)arithmetic progression (b) geometric progression

C)harmonic progression

120. If z =x+iy is a complex number where x and y are
integers. Then,
are the roots of the equation zz° + žz' = 350, 1s

(d) None of the above (c)ab +bc + ca (d) 0
129. If the line x+2by +7 =0 is a diameter of the circle

x+y-6x+2 =0, thenb is equaltoarea of the rectangle whose vertices
(a)-5 (b)-3 (c)2 (d) 5

(a) 18 (b) 32 (c) 40 (d) 90

121. How many real roots does th quadratic equation
f)=* +3] xj+2 =0 have?

130. If tho line y = 2.x+c is tangent to the parabola y = 4x
then c is equal to

(a)-
(a) One
(c) Four

(b) Two

(d) No real root
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131. The length otf the latus rectum of tho ollipso9x+4y" =1is 141. Iftan tan

a) ) then, x erey
(0)t-

V2(

132. The angle between the planes
3x-4+ 52 =0

2x-- 2z = 5

(c) (d) None of thase

142. The point/polnts of discontinuity of the function
*S3x+3,if

Sx)=-2x,if
6x +2,if

f

-3<x<3 is/are(a).
x23

(d) None of these (a) 3,-3
)-3

(b) 3
(d) None of these

133. All the points on the X-axis have
(e0 143. The value of(sin tanle"") at x = 0Dis(ax=0

C)x= a y= 0
(b) y = 0
(C) y=0 z = 0 (b)-2

()
(a) 0

134. The distance between the lines (2
and the plane 2x +2y 2

=6 is
(a)9
C2

dy
144. If xy = e'*, then

dx(6) 3
1

(a) (b) YX+1
xy+1 x(y -1) y-1

(
135. The cosine of the angle between any two diagonals of a

cube is
.

5. Ify = cos-1 SInX+ cos x )

2 *x<(a) (
(a)-1 (b) 1 (c) 0 (d) None of these136. (r- i +(r-jF +t-kF is equal to

146. A cylindrical tank of radius 2 m is being filled with rice
at the rate of 314 cubic m/h. The depth of the rice is
increasing at the rate of
(a) 25 cubic m/h

(b) 1

(d) 3C)r

137. The component ofi + j along j +k will be (b) 0.25 cubic m/h

(d)cubic mh(c) 1 cubic m/h)
147. The distance of the point on the curve xi = 2y. which(d) None of these

is nearest to the pont (0, 5) is

138. 1f a =2i +5j andb =2i - j. then the unit vector along
(a) 3
(c) 22

(b) 4

() None of thase
a +b will be

148. f 2018 +2018°1o8.2010dx =b)+ 20182018

( (a)log2018 + +©

(o)|2018 + x+C
(6) 2018 - xs»+c
(d) 2018+0Is +C

139. For any vectors, a, b,c
ax(b +c) + bz (c +a) +C*(a + b) =

(a) 0
(c) a.b.c]

149.J+ 4X+5
(b)a + b+C
(d)a xbxc (a)tan'x+0

(o) tan'(x + 2)+c
(b) tan'x + c(x +2)
(d) (x+2)tan'(x + 2)+c

40. Let f :R+ R be the function defined by

()= x-3V, xER

Then, fx) =
150. cos2-sin* Jdx=

(b)+3a) x+3 (a) 0
(c)-

(b) 1

(d) None of the above
2
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Answers
Physics

10. (b)
20. (d)

30.(a)

9. (a)(b)
17. (a)

27. (d)

8. (b)
18.(a
28. (c)

7.6. (b)
16. (b)
26. (a)

36. (b)

4. (c)
14. (a)

5. (c)

15. (c)
1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (a)

12. (c)P13. (c)
23. (a)
33. (c)

19. (b)
29. (c)
39. (d)

49. (b)

11. (b)
21. (d) 22. (b) 24. (b) 25. (c)

40. (d)37. (a) 38. (b)34. (b) 35. (a)
50.(c)

31. (c) 32. (b)

41. (b) 46. (c) 47. (b) 48. (a)42. (c) 43. (c) 44. (b) 45. (c)

Chemistry
59. (b) 60. (b)56. (c)

66. (a)
57. (d)
67. (d)

58. (b)
68. (b)

53. (c) 54. (d) 55. (b)52. (c)
62. (c)
72. ()

70. (d)
80. (a)

90.(a)
100. (c)

51. (c)
69. (a)61. (c)

71. (c)
63. (a)
73. (c)

64. (a)

74. (c)
65. (b)

75. (b) 78. (b)

88. (d)

98. (c)

79. (d)

89. (c)

99. (d)

76. (c) 77. (c)

86. (a) 87. (c)81. (c)
91. (b)

82. (a)
92. (b)

83. (a) 84. (c) tau85. (c)

94. (d) 95. (c) 96. (d) 97. (6)93. (c)

Mathematics
110. (c)107. (a)

117. (d)

108. (c)
118. (c)

109. (a)
119. (c) 120. (a)

129. (d)

103. (d) 104. (b) 105. (a) 106. (c)102. (d)
112. (c)

122. (a)

101. (d)
116. (b)114. (d) 115. (b)

124. (d) 130. (b)

140. (b)

113. (c)111. (a)

121. (d) 127. (a) 128. (d)126. (b)
136. (c)

123. (d) 125. (b)
139. (a)137. (b) 138. (d)133. (d) 134. (d) 135. (a)131. (a)

141. (b)
132. (c)
142. (b) 145. (b) 146. (a) 147. (a) 148. (a) n 149. (c) 150. (b)

143. (c) 144. (b)

(*) None option is correct
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Hints & Solutions
Physics

1. To get the equivalent capacitance 6 uF. The capacitor arearranged in the following manner.
7. Given,

Resistance of heating coil = 48492

C4pF C24F 220VSupply voltage

Mass of water, m = 100g = 0.1 kg

Specific heat (s)-423/gC
G34uF Increase in temperature of water (AT) = 50°C

Heat energy required for this raise in temperature is given by
C and C capacitor are joined into the series combination. Q= msAT = 100g x 4.2 J /gram°Cx 50°CC

Hence, 21000J 1)

(220
Heat dissipated by the heating coil= -()

From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

1+1|

4Ceq msAT =
R

3

Ce 2 21000 =220
2 484

21000 x48 =210SCeq and C3 capacitor are joined into the parallel combination

Hence, Ceg = Ceg +Cs =2+4 61uF Z20

8. Thermo-emf = 40 uV/°C
2. Energy density= EE

Thermo-emf generated in the thermopile is

VSince E 40x 20 150 120000= 120 MV
d

9. Given,
Therefore energy density = Eo- Number of turns (N)= 100

Area of coil (A)= 5 cm =5x 10* m
3. Let the initial current =I

Magnetic field (B) = 0.2T
When shunted with resistance 42,

Angle (6) = 30°

NBA sin 6

= 100 x02 x 5x 10x sin 30
Rg 16 ohm

When further shunted with 2 ohm resistance 02./ 100 x 02 x5 x 104 x

I'x 16
= -I)x = 5x103Wb

10. The unit of magnetic flux density is Wb/ms.

11. Total force on charge

4. Constantan wire is used for making standard resistance

because it has negligible temperature coeficient of F-Fs+En gE+ q{v x*B)

12. Given, R = 102resistance.. A galvanometers acting. as a voltmeter will have a low

resistance in series with a coil.
s C 0.54F

L =8H

6. We know that At resonance, the angular frequency is given by

R=p p=4
v8x0.5x10

1
2x10

Opper is a metal and silicon is a semiconductor when both are

500 rad/s-
COoled from 300 K to 30 K. Then the resistance ot copper

aecreases but the resistance of silicon increase.
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13. Transformer is used to obtain proper AC voltage After second collision

Mv =(2M + M) Vo

Mv 3Mv
V 3Vc

14. We know that, F =ma

m=

Dimensional formulaofa= |LT1 Vc 3 3 m/s

mT1 19. Let their mass be M and thickness be h and their radius be R

and r respectively and densities be d and 3d respectively.m = |FL'T]
So, M

d=-
15. Given

X ae + be-Bt
2= M

TTdh
A

=a oxt e" - b Bt e
dt M3d=
Va at e- b Bt e-t h

Here a and ß are positive constant. M

37tdhNow ast inczeases a at e" increases and b Bt e"Bt

decreases. Hence velocity of particle is Zero when aB.
Now, moments of inertia of the díscs are in the ratio

MR M
16. Average velocity Displacement

Time
Here, Displacement = 2R Lmdh?

= 2x 1.0
1.0 m 3:1

= 2m
20. We know that, gravitational acceeration at height hisgivenNowv

y

2.0 m/s g

17. According to law of conservation of energy, the total
nechanical energy of the freely falling body is constant.

Here h = 2Rie, kinetic energy potential energy is constant At maximum
height, the PE is maximum and KE is minimum. When the
object reaches the ground (i.e., h = 0), PE is zero and KE is
maximum

Hence the plot of PEVsh and KE Vsh is given by option (a).

18. According to the question,

B
2M

21. We know that,after first collision

MV =MvA +Mv

VA'A+
A+V =9

4TT= RVGM

T 4T R
We knovw that GM

Now differentiating w.r.t. R, we get
VB-VA 2TdT = 47T3R

GM dR

1-a0 vA
for elastic collision e = - 11

Dividing Eq. (ii) by Eq. (), we get
VAVB A s9 V VA 1)

From Eqs. (i) and (1i), we get
.i)

2 18

v =9 m/s Here dR=1.02 R R= 0.02 R
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% change in time period

29. When the four identical cubes having colours blue, red, black
and whito ato heated together and are allowed to cool under
identical conditions the black cube will cool earlier becaus5e
according to black body radiations a block radiates all type of
adiations in heated forn. The surface area of each cube is
same and they ate heated together and cooled under
identical conditions.

d x 100% = S 100 3%T

3RT22. V M

Here T 0°C=0 + 273=273 K

3R273) 30. The frequency of SHM = 60 Hz
rms

M Amplitude = 001

According to the question, The maximum acceleration produced in the oscillating article
will be

2x Vms
M max fa

3R273)STfrom Eq. Here v= 60 Hz
M a = 001 m

4S278)3RT
M

ma=| oal
= (2TtvY' x 001 m/s

T 273 x4

4 x 60 x 60 x m/s*
100

T 1092 K

=1092 273° C
144 m/s

= $19° C
31. Ifthe sound wave is reflected from a rigid support, the change

in the phase of the reflected wave will be t or 180°.
23. In terms of density the perfect gas equation is

32. The equation of stationary wave in a stretched stingM
y = 5 sin Cos 4Tt

3
)

Comparing this equation with the standard equation of

24 Wenow that. stationary waves
Sress y= 2A sin kxcos wt (ü)
Srain Comparison of given equation of stationary wave

Since srain is zero for períectly liquid body, so Y is infinite.
k

25. Thevalue of Y = 14 ==4
0 =40T= 27tv

So, gas is diatomic V 20 c/sec
C =Cy +R v== = 120cm/s

dt 3

For diatomic gasf =5

120.= =6 cm
dT 20

Thedlistance between two adjacent nodes ==3 cm
2

33. It is given d = 028 mn=028 x 10° m26. The SI unit of mechanical 6quivalent of heat

D 14 m
H The distanca ot fouth bright tinge tionm central bright fringe is

1.2 cm. In this danco thete will be four intertorence fringesW Joule
H Calosie cal Bituatocd.Hacause thia width of bright and datk fringes are

sane.So,. In isochoric pIOcess the entropy change will De zero because

these will be no change in volume. 4 1.2cm= 1.2x 10- m

8. If the surface temperature of a lake is 2"C. The temperature of

the bottom of the lake will be 4'C because ol abnormal

expansion ofwater.The density of water at 4Cis maximum.
width of interference fringe

1.2 X10=3x10 m
4
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AD

3x 10-3 A14 f=- V
0.28 x 10*s

3x 10x0.28X10=6x 10-7 = 6000 ÄA

because the final image is formed at optical centre, so the
object is at plane mirror

14 f=u= 10 cm

34. The wavelength of light emitted by the star = 5896 A 38. Givon =400 nm
= 400 x 10 mA5896 x 10-10 m

Speed v= 3600 km/s = 3600 x 10 m/s The stopping potential Vs, =6V

From Doppler's law in light shift in wavelength When the wavelength of incídent photon is raised to 600 nm,
let the stopping potential is Vs, =?a =à (c =3x10 m/s, speed oflight)
The work function will be same, so

3600 x10 x5896 x 10-10 Vshv,=hcm
3x 105

12 x5896 x 10-10

10 Vs2

A 70.752A
VsVs, X =6x =4V

600 nmThe wavelength of light observed on each will increase by
70.75 A

39. In a compound microscope the intermediate inmage is real,
inverted and magnified.35. Ifa glass slab is kept, the refracted ray from lens is refracted

and image moves away from lens. The lateral shift of a ray

Tefractedthrough a rectangular glass slab is t-
36. Given A=4°

1.5

4, = =1.12 Final Image4
3 40. The diameter of objective lens=10 cm

The deviation angle
10 x 10 m

O4-1)A
A5000ÅA

= 5 x 10 m
= (1.12- 1)x 4
= 0.12 x 4
= 0.48-0.5° The resolving power of telescope

de-L22A
D

37.

Plane 1.22 X500 x 10
mirror

10 x 10-2

=6 mm

41. The longest wavelength of Lyman series is

-10 0
1

10 cm

The light rays are coming from Infiníty because parallel rays
are incident on the lens. So, from lens formula

...(

Longest wavelength of Balmer series is

Here ABgnaxU =o

5R 1

36 s 1ii.)
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1 R6563 36 45. In n-type silicon, holes are minority carriers and pentavalent

atoms are the dopants. In Pentavalent substance four

eloctrons are adjusted in covalent bonds and one electron is

availablo for conduction of current.from Eq. (10)

mAK

46. Given, Horizontal component of earth's magnetic field

0.26x 10" Wb/m*.
20

6563 36 x3ALmAS
MAx

Vertical component of earth's magnetic field
6563 x20LmAY 12153736 x 0.35x 10** Wb/m

42. GivenN.4
N Tho oarth's total magnetic field = H + V

= y(0.25x 1o-^? + (0.35x 10?
t18 hours

= 10 0.0625+ 0.1225

Decay period = 3 day 0.43 x 10** wb/m

17. According to law of conservation of linear momentum
m,un + mj m,Vn t+ mVd
Kinetic energy is conserved is head on collision

=3 x 24 =72hours i
from formula of decay

N-N muma -m,v+m
As deutron is stationary before collision, ug = 0

and m = 2m,- 3
Substituting these value, we get va u

.

mu,-mv

8...1) F

9

1:1 48. According to coulomb's law

F« 2 =k G%

43. According to Moseley's law
The force exerted by charge qi on q is equal to change by or(-1

5

ED S1 C cm

11
(Zc-1f

49. Given that plates have surface charge densities +o and -o

1(42-1f
0.71 (29-1f

respectively. Since both sheets are charged the resultant
electrio field is given by

:15 12 1

eu=410712 21 ttd1 ngT &

07141 152A
28 E' E+E =2E

The charge density is a the electric field in between the plates
44. If antimony is used as a doping agent t will not give the

p-type properties because in the outermost orbit of it there

are 5 electrons, So it will act as a donor. 2E-
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16 The capacitance

50. The capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor

d
C kEA
C 2

d

k= dielectric constant. = 4 =4C

When the distance between the plates halved and dielectric

Constantis doubled i.e. So, it will increase by four times.

Chemistry
55. The reagents used for the given reactions are as follows:

51. Galvanic cells which use energy for combustion of fuels like

H2, CH, CHOH etc. as the source to produce electrical

energy are called fuel cells. Fuel cell uses the reaction of Ha

and O in gaseous state to formm water.

(a) Tischenko's reaction (CH,O)Al
(b) Baeyer-Villiger oxidation HSO

(c) Stephen reduction SnCl,/HCI

At anode, hydrogen is oxidised to H,O
(d) Clemmensen reduction Zn/Hg, conc. HCI

(2H 4H +4e

(i)4H +40H 4H,O 56. The given reactions occur as follows

At cathode, oxygen is reduoed to OH ions (i) CHCOOH OCHCOCI

O(9)+2400)+4e 4OH°
B

(Acetyl chloride)
(ag) A

52. 2F amount of charge give = 1 mol of Zn°" ions.

2x96500 C amount of (ii) CH COOH CHCOONa
Sodium acetate

OL,

charge give= 1 mole ofZn** ions.
CA

2x10C charge will give =2x 10- -+(mole of Zn°" ions)
2 x 965000 (ii) CH,COCI +CHCOONa (CHOO),0

(Acetic anhydride)

Amount of Zn*"(n)ions = 10 x 10
B

Hence [B]=Acetyl chloride

CI D
Also n = whereM IC= Sodium acetate

n = umber of moles
D= Acetic anhydride

W=mass of Zn*" ions
57. Acetamide and Ethylamine can be distinguished by using

aq. NaOH followed by heating. Acetamide gives sodium
acetate with NaOH whereas ethylamine does not react witn
NaOH

M= molar mass of Zn* (655)

w=nxM= 100 x 10 x 655 (M molar Zn*" = 65.5)

655x 10g
58. Statement (1) and (3) are correct while statement (2) and (

are wrong statements655x 10x 10 milligram.

Statement (2) Thermosetting polymer cannot be remouldea
and reshaped by repeated heating as it become hard on
heating.

065 064 milligram of Zn ions. i

53. The adsorption of a gas on a metal surface is known as
occlusion.

Statement (4) Glyptal is a themoplastic polymer. It get sote
on heating and becomes hard on colling. It is used in painis
and vanishing.

Adsorption of H by platinum black ís known as occlusion,

54. All the given íons are isoelectronic as they contain same
number of electrons. For isoelectronlc Bpecies, 59. The correct match for the given List I and II are as foliovw
ionic radius o« -

atomic number LIS List I

N0ENa
911

(a) PolyestersS

Polyami o
lon Mg Terylene

Atomic number 7 8 Nylon-O

Te() Polydienes
(d)

Hence, the correct increasing order of ionic size is 2iBuna-S
Mg2 <Nat <P <0< N- Polyacrylates Orlon
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G0. During denaturation of proteins, no peptide bonds are brokeni.e. chemical composition or primary structure remainsunaffected. Only weak, non-covalent intoractions aredisrupted in the denaturation of a protein factors that canbring out denaturation are heat, exposure to organic solvens,exposure to acid and bases.

G6. Molecular formula and molar mass of given alcoholsS

Molar MassFormulaAlcohols

A) Methanol CH, OH 32

B) Ethanol CH OH 46

62(c) Glycol
61. Glucose is a reducing sugar i.c. these sugars reduce theTollen's reagent and Fehling's solution whereas sucrose is a

non-reducing sugar .e. these sugars does not reduce the
Tollen's reagent and Fehling's solution. (D) GlycerolH-H-H 92 o
Thus, these can be distinguished by Fehling solution.

62. Given H,OU) HO(v) lesser the molarAs n (number ofmoles) «.
AH(V) = AE+ AnRT Mmolecular mass)

mass, more will be the quantity of moles of antifreeze available

and it becomes cheaper.
Where An = number of moles of gaseous species
Here An =1

AE = AH(v) - An RT 67. Crystal systems with a # b #c are
(i) Orthorhombic4066 1 (kJ/mol) x 8314 x 373 (J/mol)
(ii) Monoclinic

=40660 (J/mol) -3101.22 (ii) Triclinic
37558.78 J/mol = 37.56 kJ/mol and crystal systems with a =b=care

63. Given :à =7x 10-1 m (i) Cubic
(ii) Rhombohedral (or Trigonal)

Particle moves witha speed oft Hence,

Number of crystals with a # b # c 3 and
velocity x3x 10

10
So. Number of crystals witha =b=c2

68. Density (c) =8.92 g cm

Edge length (a) = 362 x10- cm
3 x10 ms

M 6355gmol.

d=XM
axNo

6.6 x 10J-sm =

v 7x 10 x3x 10

m =03142 x 10" kg 892x6.023x10 x(362x10-10
Z=

63.55
m = 031 x 10 = 10 kg

Z 4
Which is in accordance with mass of electron. Thus among the

given particles, electron is the corect choice. The metal crystallises in face centred cell.

64. The mathematical statement AE =hv did not proved false

inspite of any verification. This equation states that each

photon possess energy, E equal to hv. It is also known as

Planck's equation.
(1

65. Bond order (BO)

-GNumber of Bonding electrons

- Number of non- bonding electrons U 2120i
62

Given, /22hTotal number of electrons in CN° ions
Time taken (T)= ti/2 Xn = 2x6 = 12h6+7+1 =14 2115 1

70. On emission of a B-particle from the nucleus, the new

lement formed possesses the same atomic mass but nuclear
charge or atomic number is increased by one unit over the
parent element following reaction takes place

MO configuration of CN° ion

= o1s, d1s, o2s, d'25,12p n2p, 02p

and number of bonding electrons 10 :idoei
Number of non-bonding Electrons=4 ay0191t en Ef

Np z
B.O 4=3 t epbna

Number of protons in U-235 = 922
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Product has an atomic number two units less than g4 2 and a

mass number four units less than Z

74Thermodynamically graphite is the: moststable form of

nin,carbon. Graphite has delocalised pi electrons over the entire

sheet. This delocalisation lowers the energy ot,the system,

leading to greater thermodynamic stability:1 5o rh

75. For a given value of activation energy (= 30 k. calmol"

the rate constant will increase by two folds for 10°C rize in

temperature.

Hence, Z emits an alpha (c) particle which contain 2 protons

and 2 neutrons.
-a

94 -(2pand 2n)
92U235

2 2 times for each 10° rise in temperature.Temperature

71. NO, 2NO2
Molar ratio = 1:2 coefficient of rate constant

Rate constant(t + 10PC
2Also, only 20% of N,O4 gets decomposed means.

Rate constant at t°C}
1 mole of NOg on dissociation give = 02 x2 =04 moles of

NO 76. Given k, =k2 and
and 0.8 nmoles of NO remain undissociated.

A>B, k = 10°.e2000/T - / roi

Thus,
CD, k2 = 104, e1000/7

Total number ofmoles at equilibrium =04 +08 = 1.2 moles
016-Ez VT

Total pressure (P) = 1 atm (given)

According to Daltons law of partial pressurelofo
Partial pressure of N,Oa XN0,) * P
and partial pressure of NO, = Xpvog ) X P

Thus

OI, 10 e00-1000)/T=e1000/T

In 10
T

OI,

1000
(2.303)T

1000434.2K

Partial pressure of NO,=x1=033 or, logi0 10
1.2

72. Let solubility by AgBr be x M. Thus, [Br ]= xM and

IAg ]= yM as Ag react with NH, to form a examples.
T:

2.303
Or,

AgBr Ag"(aq)+ Br (ag) 77. Given

=[Ag IB= yx TI+2 T1, E° =1.26VV

TI+e TI, E =-0.336 V ...)
Since, the formarion constant (K)of the complex is very high,

assume that whole Ag formed is consumed Required relation
Ag +2NH AglNH TIS*+3e Tl, E° =? .(i)

04 As, AG° =-nFE
04-2x AG =AG +AG

Ag(NH Ag"(aq)+2NH
nFE = I(-nE° +(-nE°21F

-3E -(2 x126)-(1x-0.336)04-2x S ii9
0.4-2x+2y

k4 INEG_04-2x+2Y
Ag(NH

01-3E° =[-2.52+0.336]
ri 3E -2.184

x-y
34E=-.10 =0.728 V

-3-y since ka1x10 is low) andx <<04.

78. Given,A1x10 =M04)
Molarity of CuSO4 solution (c) = 1M, i.e. 1 mol/L

Solving forx then x = 115x10 M 1 mol of Cuf" ions require 2F of charge for complete deposiuo
by electrolysis.

73.
On passing 2F charge, all Cu* ions deposited and nouleft in CuSO, solution. So, the molarity of CuSO4 solution wi
be zero.

79. If adorption of a gas on solid-metal surface is sponta
and exothermic then more and more energy willcoimeans negative values of H increases and movement
particlesS decreases means AS decreases. Hence cOL
option is entropy decreases.

aneous

So, option (c) has no physicalsignificance
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80. On heating ferric sulphate bothSO andSO2 gas evolves. Thereaction Occurs as follows.

88. The corect match for the given List I and II is as followws

12%
Structura

representation
Oxidation stateA

() Fe2(SO4 Fe,O +3SO
Oxyacid

HSO
(i) 2SO 2S02 + O2

OH81. Among the given species, cryolite does not contains oxygenin its molecule. The molecular formula of cryolite isNagAlF

OH

HSO
82. When AgNO, is heated to red hot, it gives Ag. The ionisation

enthalpy depend on the following factors.
HO OH

2AgNO 2AgNO, + O, +1HSO H- H

-
AgNO Ag + NO2

HSOs +6

83. The ionisation enthalpy depend on the following factors: HO-S-0-0- -HO
(4) Half-filled or fully filled atomic orbitals are more stable than
other incomplete orbitals.

(ii) Smaller the size of atom/ion, more is the ionisation energy.
(L.E.). For 2nd I.E. all elernents have M* configuration 89. Among the given statements only statement (2) is incorrect.

On heating hydrated FeCl, it gives Fe,O3. It is as follows.
Total no. of Outermost configuration
electrons

2FeCly 6H,o-Fo,O + 6HCI + 34,0

Li* (Z = 3) 1s (ully filed) Statement (1) and (3) aro correct

2s' (has more size than carbon)

25 (tully filed)

2s 2p (omaler size)

Bet(Z 4) 3 90. When (Hg2*)lons roact with KI solution, it givos white ppt. of

Bt(Z = 5) Nesslor's reagont.
Hoa Hgl

Noto Hol, is highly unstable and changes as Hglh
C (Z =6)

Hence, correct ordor for 2nd 1.E. is Ho +2K1KlHoL)
LI > B > C" > Be" or Li > B> C> B

91. Corroct match for the spocies in List () with List (I1) is as
follows84. Concept used

LIstI1
CoZnO2

Lsti) In gaseous state, more tho value of-, smaller is the sizo of

(a) Rinnmann's Green (it is a
compound of cobalt and is

used for test of zinc)

(b)Verdigris(t is agreen pigment Cu (CH,COO)
obtained through application ofCu (OH)2

acetic acid to copper-plates)

(c) Corrosive sublimate (It is
chloride of mercury also known
as corrosive sublimate)

()|Lithopone (it is a pigment
composed of BaSO, and ZnS.)

1on.

(ii) In aqueous solution i.e. in hydrated-state

Smaller the gaseous ion, more it get hydrated and therefore

more is its size. Among given options Li (g) has smallest size.

so it hydrates to large extent and its size becomes largest.

Therefore, Li(aq) has the largest size.
HgCl2

85. In the given statement, first three I.E. values are low, but 4th

I.E value is quite high and cannot be achieved (i.e. 5962

kcal/mol) ZnS+BaSO,
Only three (3) electrons are possible in the valence shell.

The possible valency is (3).

86. Larger the size of cation, lesser it get hydrated. Hence, show

higher mobility in aqueous solution.

Among the given species Ba ion has largest size, so hydrate

to smaller extent and show highest mobility.

92. The oxidation state of Fe in Brown ring is +1. The complex
formed is [Fe(H20)NO] SO4. The charge on anion is -2.
Hence, charge on cation complex has to be +2 as ring is
electrically neutrai. The charge on Fe on calculation comes
as +2. But as the electiontransfer takes place from NO to Fe.
Hence, NO and Fe acquire a charge of +1 each.87. Carborundum is the commercial name of silicon carbide

(SiC).

It can be prepared as follows. 93. cis-platin is used in the treatment of cancer. It's molecular
formula is cis -|Pt-C(NH%>lSiO +3C SiC + 2CO
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97 The correct match for List I with List, Il 1s as follows

:

94. EAN (effective atomic nuniOe t o l List ll
List

Acetone (common
name of propanone)

Chloroform (common
name of CHCI)

Methyl acetic acid

=Z-oxidation number] + [2 x number ofligands]

A. |Propanone (a ketone
with C-3

B. Trichloromethane
(CHCI3)

ForPt(platinum) Z/0 ee
Oxidation number =4

EAN =(78-4)+ (2 x6)

74 +12 86 (Atomic number Rn)
EU 0 CPropanoic acid (an

taorganic acid With ( o
C

D. But-2-yne (an alkyne

95. Given, Mass of H,SO, (w) =49 g

Volume of solution (V)= 100 mL Dimethyl acetylene
(C4)Molar mass (M) = 98 ss with C=4491000Molarity(C) = WX1000

C=.
98. On treatment of acetylene with SeO2, we get glyoxal (on

oxidation) is obtained.
MxV 98 100

Molarity=05 mol/L 0.5 M
CHOSc02

Nomality (N)= Zx molarnty (C) IIl +2[O)1
Oxidation CHO

Where, Z=equivalent factor CH

AFor HSO (Z =2) »0.5 M

(Glyoxa)rNormality=2 x0.5 = 1N

99. More be the number of o-H atoms present in alkene, more is

the stability of the given alkene.
96. Given

Empirical formula= CH,O

Mole-ratio of C, H and0=1:2:1

Also 0.0833moles contains 1 g of hydrogen

0.0833 xn = 1g of hydroge 33oi nata

In (A) CH2CH2 (no. o-H)

(B)CH-CH CH (3- aH)

(C)CH CHCH-CH 6-a H

(D) C-cCH3/ur (12- a H)where n = number of moles of hydrogen
CH.(a)For CHho0 (n=10

00833x 10 =0.833 *1 100. The conversion of cis-1,2-dichloroethene to

(b) For CaHO,n =4)

0.0833 x 4 =0.3331

trans-1,2-dichloroethene is an example of unimolecular
reaction. This reaction follow 1st order rate kinetics. It is a
reversible reaction.
At equilibrium, both isomers are present, with their equilibrium
concentrations determined by the rate at which the forward
and reverse reaction takes place

C)For C2H1n= 22)

00833 x 22 18326 1

d) For CHO (n = 12)

0.0833 x12 =0.9996 =1=1 A B
k-1

.

Mathematics
101.Wehave T-2 tan

T/2I sin 2x tan (sin 2) dx Ue90nt2,
o

I- --)I=25in zcos z tan "(sin x) dxl; 9vicovo
1:

Put sinx =t >cOs dza,ua 2 1 I=2
Where, x =0,t=0,

t=1 9

2tan t) dt ,g iei 102.We have(y'=1y"uga ,rot E 11e

dxi wEN 2
Onsquaring both sides, We get as

c1- d
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GI 21 107. We have 6 boys and 6 girls

Total =(6 +6) = 12

Total number of ways of sitting arrangement=12

Number of ways of boys and girls it altermating is

61x61x21

Hence, order=3and degree =1
103.Equation of circles having centre on Y-axis i.e. (0,a) (say) andradius 4 is

x+(y a) =16
...) Required probability=b1x 6Ix21

12
On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get

2x +2y-a)=0
dx

6 x5x4x3x2x1x 61x2
12x11x 10 x9 x8x7 x6

(y-a) = -

dy ...ii)

On substituting the value of (y - a) in Eq. (i), we get 108. Total number of triangles formed by vertices of regular
hexagon = °Ca = 20-x

x* dy = 16
dx

1dk

-16) +x =00

104. We have, Only two equilateral triangle are fomed, i.e. ABF, CDE

(1+)+(x -ean) =o Required probability =

2010
(x -etan )dy =

- dix(1 + y) 109. We have,

3x + 12y = 19 .4
9x +3y =46 i)dy 1+ y"

Eq (i) regression equation of y on x is
etan'y 12y = 19 3x

dy 1+ V 19 or Dyxy9 12This equation is form of linear differential equation.
From Eq. (1i), we getLF=e1+" etany 9x =463y

46 y orbyX=.Sohution of the given differential equation is
9ce? tany

dy

xetaa & tany
2

-+ C

2xet3Y =e1an y +k

105.Wehave,+ = -3 0.2899
110.We have,

d fx)= x-4x+1Integrating factor =e'*=e =x
f'x)= 3x -4

106. We have,
Let,

PLA)=P(B)= PAnB) = 4

PLA P)-4-2PA P(A) X 2-= 1.875
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113. Brain of any computer is CPU.

111.Wehave. J, 114. Mouse is not an output device.

115. Full form of IP is Internet Protocol

111 gHere, a=1,b.4, 1n U 3R

116.We have, x =93.99.927.....
4h2-1 =1

h
4

y=43.4 9.427
12

The value of f(x) = are given below G Z 1+ i.
r =1

2 +...
4 Now, x =93 9 27

f)Y

x =9 92 3
By Simpson's nile . +

27
0o

I(%+ a)+ 4( + Ya) +2¥2) y = 4

y 4

= -

2 =(1 + i)+(1 +i)* +(1 + i)...co

Z =-
1+i1.= 0.125+ 0.4571 + 0.1111

1+i
= 0.6932

i+1
(1 + i) (1 + i-1) i112.We have.

2 =-iHere, a = 0, b=1, n =4
X+ yz #3 v2i

2arg(x + yz) = - tan' Y4
Now, nh = b -

4h =1 3

117. We have a, , ca in A.P

Let a = 1, b =2, c=3
The value of f(x) -aregiven below

1+2 Now,
bc 6

b

ehaveBy trapezoidal rule

I% + Y)+ 21 t 2 + 3)

are not inA.P

42 +36 +30
Since,#x1 so,also not in G.P.

6
210

1076210 Since,2x3 #6 +1so, also not in H.P.

are not in A.P, G.P. or H.P.= 0.1875+ 0.5095

= 0.6970
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118. We have,

Gis the geometric mean ofx and y
1 0 0-28-P T -1 Y lo o

28P2-28 1 0 0A+
|2p- ++ d-p-Fl0 1 0

-20+a -pP -¥ ++loo 1
1

4 += 1,28-= 0,of + + =1,-- =0-
(comparing the corresponding entries)=y-*

(-x)(xy) xy G On solving these equations, we get

119. We have, a, b, c are in G.P.

bac
124.We have,

On taking log both sides, we get tan5tcos ) = cot(57 sin 6)
2 log, b= log, a + log.c

log, a, log, b log, Care in A.P.
tan(57t cos 6) = tan-5t sin

On adding 1 to each term, we get
57T cos 0 + 5 T sin 0=

1+ loge a, 1+ log, b, 1+ log, care in A.P.

1 1
are in H.P. +d cos 6 +sin =

101+ loge a 1+ log,b 1+ log. C

120. Since, 2z+)= 350 On multiplying both sides by we get

2x+x -)= 350 COs6 sin6 1
2 102+N- ¥)=175

Since, x,y eI, the only possible case, which gives integral
solution, is

cos 6sin+sin ecos=
4 4 10/2

+y? =25

- =7

...i)

13 ...1)
ein 10

sin(A + B) = sinAcos B+cos Asin B)
From Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get

only 2 solutions are there in(0,21t)= 16, =9x
= t4, y=t3

Area of rectangle = 8x6 = 48

y1012 0.1
121. Given quadratic equation,

+3z+2 =0
4 4x+31x1 +2=0 (0-1)y

(z42X|«|+1) = 0

Jzl=-2-1 125.We have, sin x +2sin 2x+3 sin 3x=
Hence, given quadratic equation has no real roots. 9

-sin x -2 sin 2x 3 sin 3x = 0
122. Host can sit on any seat, Two particular guests can sit on

either sides of host in 2!=2 ways and these three persons

consider a single unit and remaining 18 guests in (18)! ways. 8Let, f(x) =-x + cos x + cos 2x +COs 3x

Hence, total ways =2-(18). unl R)t
2p f(0)=0 + 1+1+1 3

123.Let A=|a B Y :4 +0 1+0=3

La-B Y

atf(0)Since, A is an orthogonal matrix

AA =I
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tanß= Zn

1+Now, f(x)= sin x-2 sin 2x 3 sin 3x

T

By Rolles theorem

at least one root of f(x) lies between tan2 +1i

i.e. sin x-2sin2x-3sin3x = 0
128. We have,

Vertices of triangle are (a, b +C), (b, c + a, (c, a +b)

a b+c 1for some xe

Area oftriangle = b c+ a 1

Ca+5 1|sinx + 2sin2x + 3sin3x =- for some x E

On applyingCC Cg, wëget

a+b4 c b¥c 1

a +b+ C C+a 1

a+ b+c a+b 1 e

126. We have,

sin 2 tan'<+cos(tan2/2)

2 tan tan
1 b+C 1

1 ta ton1 1+ Itan (tan"2/2)
lat b+ o1 c+a 1

1 a+b 1
1

1+ taneJ
2tansin26= cos8= (taking(a +b+ c)common from C,)

1+ tan 68

(a+b+ o)x0 (C and Ca are identical)

= 0./1+8 5 3 15 st 1LIEI1+
129. We have equation of circle,is

127.We have, x+-6x +2y =0
AC

=BC =+AB,
2

On comparing with the standard equation of circle
++2gx +2fy +c =0

LBPC = B.
Centre = -g.-f)

AP = nAB
Centre (3,-1)
Since, (3,-1) lieson x +2by + 7 =0

Let, LAPC a

3+ 2b)(-1)+ 7 =0

b 5

130. We know that

y mx + Cis tangent of y =4ax then, c = -

Here m =2, a = 1

Hence, c
In AAPC,

ABAC2
AP nAB 2n

x s
131.Wehave equation ofellipse9x +4y=1

tan o=

In AAPB
4

tan(a+B)=A AB1
AP nAB n Length of latusrectum a

btan(o+ B - a)= ana+ ) - tan a
1+ tar (0o + B) tan

tan(x-y)=anx- tany
1+ tanx tan yj 3
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132. We have, 137.The component of i + jalong j +k is h8 io

3x-4y +5z 0 C U+k).U+k
J+k2x-y-22 =5 J+k

Angle between planes is

cos ) 2)+(-4)-1)+ (5)(-2)
3+-4) +(5)2

2+(-11+(-2
138.We have,

a
=21 +5 and b

=2i-j

atb-2+6j+2i -j=4i+4
41+4

6+4 10
9+16+ 25 4+1+4

=0
:

cos 8 00 Unit vector along a + b=-
y4)+(4) tcos= cos 0

42133. Al the point on the X-axis have"
y=0,2 =0 139. We have,

134.We have, ax(b + c)+ bx(c+ a)+ cx (a+ b)

axb+ axc+b xc+bxat cxa+ cxb

=axb+ axc+ bxc-axb-axC-bx C=0

140. We have, f(x)= x-3, V x ER

We knowthat f{f "(x)= x = f7 flx))
and 2x +2y-2 =6

Since, line is parallel to the plane.

Distanoe between line and plane ff x) = yx)-3 E
=21)+ 2(-2)-(1)(1

Va +(2) +-1|
X=rx)-3
x=rx)-3 (squaring both sides)

d- fx)=x* +3

d=1 141. We have,

tan anY135. G0a.0)

tanx+tan y = tan
a.aa)

XA

(0.0,0) +
2

x-3 x+3
tan

4C
(a,0,a)

Direction ratios of AF = (a, a, a)
(x-2) (x+ 3)+(* +2)(*-S) =1

x-9-x +4
Direction ratios of CG = (a, - a, a)

x+X-6+ x-X -5=1Angle between diagonals CG and AF is

-+2
-5

COs 6= +d+d J+7+d 2x2 12=-5

cOs 6=,

136.Let,r = d+ j+ zk

I=r=*+ y4z 142. We have,

x+ y*+z x+3 if xs-3
f(x)={-2x, if -3 <x <3

Now, r-i =x, r-j= y, r k=z
(r 1+ (r j + (r-k) =x+ +2 =?

| 6x +2, if x 23
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Now, V = nrh
For continuity at x=-3t t nr i

r2V =4th
lim f(x)= lim x+3
-3 d 4Tdh* 3

dt dt=-33 6
lim. x)= lim -2x=(2)(-3) -6 dh314

dt 4 x314
x)is Continuous at x =-3. dh100 25m/h
For continuity at *= 3 dt 4

lim fx)- lim -2x =(-2)(3) =-6 Depth of the rice is increasing at the rate of 25 m/h.
*3

im fx)= lim 6* +2 [6(3)+ 2 =20 147. Let the point (h, k) lie on the curve x =2y. s
3

2klim fix) lim fi*)

Distance between (h, k) and (0, 5) is
Hence, fx) is discontinuous of x =3.

D + (k
-5

143.We have,(sin tan" e*)
dx [ 2ko D=2k + k - 10k + 25

1-cos(tan e*)x- D= yk -8k + 25
74 e Xe"*

D= -8k +25
Atx =0we have

Z
=k -8k 25 let.D zi

dz 2k-8
dk-cas Itan 1)} x*x1 dzFor maxima or minima put,=0

dk--
2k-8 0 k =4 and h =22

&z 2>0144We heve, zy = s* Now,
dk

On takig 1og bo Sides, we get
Distance is minimum at (h.k) =(2/2, 4)

iog +13g y= y-7

D=k-8k + 25
On differentiating wit , we get

D=/16-32 +25 =3

148. Let = f4018 X 2018* log e013s

x 2018
dx

Putx0+2018" =t
(2018x +2018 log, 2018) dr = dty-1)

145.We heve, I=Jlog ld +c

I =log|(x +2018)*c

149. We have,y=cos

ooslA-B) = cOs Acos B+ Bin Asin B)

y=X- =1 tan (x +2)+c
d

146. We have, 150. We have,

Radius of cylindrical tank = 2 m

1.e. r2m

I-co8xdea 314 cubic m/h
dt

I = |sin xl = 1 -0 =1
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